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Industry-to-Industry Dialogues on Emissions Trading and Market Readiness
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THE B-PMR’s MISSION
Carbon markets are entering an important new phase of development, as emissions
trading programs are emerging in new places around the world. Sixteen
developing countries are participating in the World Bank’s Partnership for Market
Readiness (PMR). As these programs take shape, IETA will mobilize its membership
to assist in building business readiness for these new markets through the Business
Partnership for Market Readiness (B-PMR).
IETA’s membership spans the globe – with major energy, industrial, financial and
service companies in virtually every PMR partner jurisdiction. IETA is positioned to
assist in preparing local businesses to operate successfully in these new markets. By
sharing experiences from existing carbon markets, IETA will promote common
understanding with local businesses in PMR countries, share best practices, and,
where appropriate, assist in the policy development processes.
On October 24, 2012, IETA launched a new “Business Partnership for Market
Readiness” – or “B-PMR” – to meet these new challenges. IETA aims to enhance the
potential for workable international carbon trading models to emerge around the
world. IETA will work in concert with the host governments, the World Bank and
PMR donor countries on this initiative.
Building upon previous experience, IETA will conduct a series of missions in a select
group of five countries that are preparing emissions trading programs under the
PMR. We will prioritize the programs that are most advanced – and those that invite
IETA's involvement. The goal of the dialogues will be to raise the level of
understanding and awareness of emissions trading by industries in PMRimplementing countries. They will explore how different market-based mechanisms
operate and address challenges and opportunities industries may face when
participating in carbon markets.
The B-PMR missions will focus intensively on market preparedness in host countries
– taking into account local business customs and dynamics. They will spur strong
local interest in the practicalities of emissions markets and in best practices. After
the initial missions, we will tailor follow-up work on the specific needs of each new
market. The broad reach of IETA members will be paramount in this aspect of the
program, providing local expertise, awareness and engagement.
IETA upholds its principles by acting as a think tank, a convener of dialogues, an
advocate, a market promoter, and a champion of best practices and market
standards. The B-PMR is a natural outgrowth of these principles. The B-PMR is a
special initiative governed by the IETA Secretariat and the B-PMR Steering
Committee with underwriting from:
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ETS Introduction
Introduction
In October 2011 China’s National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
announced plans to establish pilot emissions trading systems in seven jurisdictions.
Some of these systems would cover cities while others would cover entire
provinces. Tianjin is included in the 7 ETS pilots that were designated by the NDRC
in 2011.
In the beginning of 2012, the Tianjin Municipal Development and Reform
Commission undertook the process to establish a city-level emissions trading
system.
Scope and Coverage
The ETS covers 114 compliance entities from industrial sectors such as iron and
steel, chemicals, power and heat production, petrochemicals, oil and gas extraction
with annual GHG emissions no less than 20,000 metric tons of CO2e.
Cap and Allowance Allocation
In order to determine the cap on emissions covered under the ETS, the municipal
government took into account a number factors, such as: expected emissions
growth over the next three years, expected rate of growth of energy consumption
and industrialization, historical emission trends, and early action measures taken by
companies. Allowance allocation would also differ from industry-to-industry as
benchmarks vary based on the input/output material.
MRV System
Based on international practices and the industrial sectors included in the ETS, the
regulatory bodies established five different sets of MRV systems to accurately and
consistently measure emissions from all the sectors. The companies are required to
establish and implement a monitoring plan to report their annual emissions. The
reported emissions are required to be verified by a designated third-party agency.
Registry
A registry to track all transactions within the system was established to monitor
allocation, trading, and submission of compliance instruments by the compliance
entities.
Offsets, Banking, and Penalty
The compliance entities are allowed to use Chinese CERs (CCERs) as eligible
compliance instruments up to a maximum limit of 10 per cent of their annual
emissions. The Tianjin ETS Registry is housed and managed by the Tianjin Climate
Exchange (TCX).
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Any surplus emission allowances left with the compliance entity after fulfilling the
annual compliance can be carried forward to the next year. If, however, the
compliance entity fails to surrender adequate compliance instruments to cover its
annual emissions, the emissions allowances for the following year would be
reduced by the amount equal to the excess emissions.
Emissions Trading Infrastructure
The Tianjin Climate Exchange was established as the designated trading platform.
The exchange established trading rules and regulations in according with the
design and requirements of the pilot ETS. The trading members can open account
with the exchange and participate in the trading of allowances.
The Launch
Trading of emission allowances on the Tianjin Climate Exchange was launched on
December 26, 2013. As of February 25, 2014 a total of 83,171 allowances had been
traded in a stable price range of 25.51 (€3.07) and 30.23 RMB (€3.64)/tonne.
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BPMR TIANJIN DIALOGUE AGENDA
Main Elements and Topics
The BPMR dialogue include the following topics:
• Trading strategies and internal allowance management
• MRV at the installation level: day-to-day industry best practice for MRV
management
• Financial products and trading carbon
• Interactive (practice) trading on an Exchange
• GHG auditing and verification
• Data quality and quality control
• IT tools and GHG trading infrastructure
• Mitigation measures
• Understand the registry

Schedule
Time: 1 day, 26 February 2014
Meeting Location: Geneva Hotel, Youyi Road, Hexi District, Tianjin
Organizer:
International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)
China Tianjin Climate Exchange
Foreign Supporters:
International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)
British Embassy, Beijing
Local Supporters:
Tianjin Municipal Commission of Development and Reform
February 26, Morning — Seminar
Time

Contents

Speakers

Opening Remarks
9:00-9:10

Opening remarks by Deputy
Secretary General of Tianjin
Municipal Government

Mr. Chen Zongsheng

9:10-9:20

Opening remarks by General
Manager, Tianjin Climate
Exchange

Mr. Wang Jing

9:20-9:25

Opening remarks by President of
IETA

9:25-9:45

Introduction of the Tianjin ETS

Mr. Dirk Forrister
Tianjin DRC

Discussion & Tea Break
9:45-10:00
Group Photo
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Theme 1: Preparing for and participating in an ETS
(Examples and best practices from European/Californian companies that prepared
for and participate in the EU ETS and California cap-and-trade)

10:00-10:30

Carbon Market Readiness: How
can companies prepare and
thrive in a carbon market?
Lessons from the BPMR’s CoChairs

Karl Upston Hooper,
Greenstream / Zhuli Hess,
VCS / James Liu, Statkraft

10:30-11:00

ETS Compliance: Rules and
Policies that UK, Australian, and
EU Operators Follow

Simon Greenacre, Baker &
McKenzie / Michael Mei,
Alstom

11:00-11:15

Question and Answer Session

11:15-11:40

Case studies from California and
Australia: Obstacles and lessons
learned when preparing for an
ETS (overlapping policies,
registries, international carbon
teams, etc.)

11:40-12:10

All about Allowances: Carbon
trading strategies from the
experts

Julie Mulkerin, Chevron

Francisco Grajales Cravioto
and Michiel ten Hoopen,
Vattenfall

12:10-12:25

Question and Answer Session

12:25-13:30

Lunch

February 26, Afternoon – Breakout Sessions
Time

Contents

Speakers

Theme 2: MRV Best Practices
Group 1: Power and Heat
Speaker(s): Massimiliano Varricciu, EDF Trading
Group 2: Chemicals
Speaker(s): Fulvio Bartolucci, Solvay
Group 3: Petroleum, Oil & Gas Exploration Industry
13:30 - 14:30
Speaker(s): Caspar Chiquet, South Pole/Yang Xuan, South Pole
Group 4: Steel Industry
Speaker(s): Simon Greenacre, Baker & McKenzie
Group 5: Steel Industry
Speaker(s): Stewart Niu, LRQA
Theme 3: Offsets and Carbon Asset Management
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Group 1: Power and Heat
Speaker(s): Vincenzo Argentieri, Enel
Group 2: Chemicals
Speaker(s): Eric Boonman, Statkraft/James Liu, Statkraft
Group 3: Petroleum, Oil & Gas Exploration Industry
14:45 - 15:30 Speaker(s): Zhuli Hess, VCSA and Francisco Grajales Cravioto,
Vattenfall
Group 4: Steel Industry
Speaker(s):Karl Upston Hooper, Greenstream / Ziyuan Wang, Shell
Group 5: Steel Industry
Speaker(s): Julie Mulkerin, Chevron
February 26, Late Afternoon – Seminar
Time

Contents

Speakers

Theme 4: Operational Impacts

15:45-16:15

Growing a business in a
rollercoaster carbon market:
lessons learned from the carbon
‘life cycle’

Ziyuan Wang, Shell / Caspar
Chiquet, South Pole

17:00-17:30

The Exchange: How carbon is
traded on an Exchange and the
importance of liquidity: Live
Simulation from the EU ETS and
Case Studies from California

Jeff Huang, ICE

17:30-17:45
17:45-18:15

Question and Answer Session
Summary of B-PMR Mission and
Closing Statements BPMR

IETA, Tianjin DRC, Tianjin
Climate Exchange
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DIALOGUE SUMMARY
Address by Chen Zongsheng, Deputy Secretary-General of Tianjin Municipal
Government
Tianjin is one of the seven provincial/municipal carbon pilot emissions trading
systems in China. In 2008 Tianjin established its emissions exchange which offered
trading services in various sectors like air pollution, energy efficiency, renewable
energy, CDM and voluntary carbon emissions reduction. In accordance with the
directives from the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Tianjin
started developing a regional pilot carbon trading system. The pilot system was
launched on December 26, 2013 and has since then received positive response
from all stakeholders who have been actively participating in the system.
While many companies in Tianjin have taken a number of measures to reduce GHG
emissions, they have little to no knowledge about carbon trading. Therefore, this
initiative by IETA would prove highly beneficial to these companies as experienced
participants from developed carbon markets like Europe and California would share
their invaluable experiences.

Address by Wang Jing, CEO, Tianjin Climate Exchange
In October 2011 China’s National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
announced plans to establish pilot emissions trading systems in seven jurisdictions.
Tianjin is included in the 7 ETS pilots that were designated by the NDRC in 2011. In
the beginning of 2012, the Tianjin Municipal Development and Reform Commission
undertook the process to establish a city-level emissions trading system.
The ETS covers 114 compliance entities from industrial sectors such as iron and
steel, chemicals, power and heat production, petrochemicals, oil and gas extraction
with annual GHG emissions no less than 20,000 metric tons of CO2e.
The companies are required to establish and implement a monitoring plan to report
their annual emissions. The reported emissions are required to be verified by a
designated third-party agency. The Tianjin Climate Exchange was established as the
designated trading platform. The exchange established trading rules and
regulations in according with the design and requirements of the pilot ETS. The
trading members can open account with the exchange and participate in the
trading of allowances. Trading of emission allowances on the Tianjin Climate
Exchange was launched on December 26, 2013. As of February 25, 2014 a total of
83,171 allowances had been traded in a stable price range of 25.51 (€3.07) and
30.23 RMB (€3.64)/tonne.
This workshop organized by IETA would prove very helpful to all stakeholders of the
Tianjin pilot ETS as it is the first seminar that would offer international expertise to
the local participants. The participants can expect valuable information regarding
from compliance entities, third-party designated agencies, and consulting and
research companies which have substantial experience in global carbon markets.
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Address by Dirk Forrister, President and CEO, International Emissions
Trading Association (IETA)
I thank Mr. Chen for inspiriting remarks this morning and thanks also to Mr. Wang,
Tianjin Climate Exchange and British Embassy for supporting this event. The topic
that we are here to discuss is a very important one as Mr. Chen described earlier
because it is about protecting the planet from perils of global warming and industry
stepping up to do its part in reducing emissions because we know that industry
does play a role in creating many good things for society but at same time industry
has a responsibility to do its part to keep the environment safe for us and for our
children.
We have much to learn from each other. We have brought a team of international
experts who have been active in emissions markets and have been reducing their
own emissions in their own companies and had been helping these companies
making money while reducing emissions. They are humble about what they have
been achieved in markets and that they know it can be done better. They also know
that in the Chinese context they may have something to learn from you about how
emissions markets can work in China. So it’s in that spirit that we come here today to
talk about experiences that we have had in markets in Europe, Australia and
California, to share our experiences with you, to share the expertise gained while
working for years in these markets but also the hope to build relationships with you
for future collaboration.
The future of global climate issue, I believe, will involve all of the big countries
working together and potentially linking markets together so that we have more
opportunities to engage in business across borders. It all starts through local
regime like here where there are compliance requirements for the companies,
there are opportunities to reduce and there are opportunities to make new
businesses in reducing emissions. I know a lot of businesses in China gained some
insight into this through their experience in CDM and CDM has been a good
laboratory for learning about how to reduce emissions particularly in the industrial
context.
I mentioned that business has a responsibility to do its share and you will see here a
number of logos of businesses that are active in IETA BPMR program. And these are
companies many of whom like you have emissions problem at home. They have
power plants, they have factories, manufacturing facilities, and many of them also
provide services in emissions markets like legal services, verification or accounting
services. We have tried to bring a representative sample of larger business
community that is active in carbon markets to share its learnings with you about
what they have done in carbon markets, how it worked for them and we have tried
to do this in a way that will engage you with them.
At the end of the day an emissions market only works if businesses step forward and
make it work, if businesses actually take it seriously, if they look for opportunities
and if they go through few simple steps to prepare themselves to engage in the
market. The market here is quite new as it launched just two months ago. As I
watched markets develop in US and EU while I was involved at an early stage in
Acid Rain Trading program (NOx/SO2) in the US and then CDM under the EU ETS, I
have seen that there are several steps common to companies as they get ready to
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engage in a carbon market and usually the first step as you would hear from the
experts here today is to form an internal team that has all the expertise from across
your company that is needed to prepare yourself for the market.
The second step is to study and do the research and go to training sessions like this
to learn about your emissions and how to verify those emissions. We will have
companies here that will speak on their expertise in world-class systems on verifying
emissions, and then it is all about knowing your options on how to reduce
emissions. Because when you get into an allowance market like the one Tianjin has
just started, it is important to know the price point at which you are a buyer or a
seller and for most companies when you know what your options are across your
operation to reduce emissions you know that there is a point at which the price
goes high enough that change from being buyer to a becoming a seller. It is a very
important piece of information that there will be different price points for different
amounts of emission reduction that you can produce.
Next thing that will be very important are the technological options that will be
available to you as you go further. We do have companies that will be present here
that have expertise in technologies and will tell what technologies are available to
improve your energy efficiency and reduce emissions. Next comes the trading and
transaction part and knowing what instruments you can use, whether you can use
CCERs or simply allowances and how to access the exchange and I know that many
of you would have experienced this already. In the EU,there have been varieties of
tradable instruments that you can use in the markets like CERS, JI credits (ERU) but
it is important to know what your options are and the limit to which you can use
them. And then finally for most companies there is some kind of process for
establishing how much you are allowed to trade and when.
You will be able to ask companies here on how they were able to establish those
parameters to engage when trading in the market. Those are some of building
blocks but there is lot more to that and some really interesting innovations that you
will learn about the options that come to the markets as it grows more advanced
and ways you can use the markets to manage your own risks as a company and
ensure that at the end of the day you meet the ultimate goal in the emissions market
which is to comply with your environmental obligations at the lowest possible cost
so that you can make as much money for your firm as possible. So I hope that
during the course of the day you will have lots of opportunities to do knowledge
exchange and we can learn about each of these steps together.
The overarching message that you will hear from the companies that are present
here as part of the IETA mission is that at the beginning they may have had some
concern about entering an emissions market but overtime they actually learned that
it is a very effective tool for a business to continue to grow but also to meet its
obligation and I hope you get that entrepreneurial spirit that there is a business in
reducing emissions. It is kind of a new and different thing but hopefully the policy
endures here for the long time in Tianjin and China.
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THEME I: PREPARING FOR & PARTICIPATING IN AN ETS
Active stakeholders in some developed emissions trading systems like the EU ETS
and the California cap-and-trade system can provide invaluable advise and insight
into compliance strategies to companies and entities in emerging carbon markets
like the Chinese pilot ETS.
James Liu of Statkraft and Zhuli Hess of VCS gave an introduction of the activities of
their respective companies in carbon markets across the world while discussing the
fundamental points for establishing compliance strategies.

Zhuli Hess
VCS

James Liu stated that Statkraft is the largest renewable energy producer in Europe
but has an emissions reduction obligation under the EU ETS as it also operates
some gas-fired power plants. The company has a small but full-time team to
manage carbon assets. While discussing some fundamental issues a company’s
compliance policy should address, Liu stated that:
• An emission reduction obligation should not be seen merely as an obligation but
an opportunity as well.
• Companies should look to adapt themselves to the market conditions and
regulatory requirements at the earliest.
• The compliance and business strategy should be flexible enough to adapt to
market conditions.
Zhuli Hess gave an overview of the various options the compliance entities have to
meet their obligations. Purchasing eligible offsets is one of the ways that companies
can fulfill their obligation. Companies covered under the Chinese pilot ETS can
purchase Chinese CERs to meet a part of their compliance obligation. Companies in
Tianjin can surrender offsets up to 10 per cent of their annual GHG emissions.
About 270 offset projects in China have been registered under the VCS and they
represent 40 million VCUs, this provides for a tremendous opportunity to the
compliance entities as well as the carbon project developers.
Simon Greenacre of Baker & McKenzie and Michael Mei of Alstom discussed the
regulatory procedures followed in carbon markets around the world and how the
compliance entities can manage their assets and obligations while being subjected
to complimentary low-carbon policies.
The Chinese national government, the provincial governments and city municipal
authorities have announced a number of clean energy and low-carbon policies.

Michael Mei
Alstom

A single jurisdiction may have a number of targets such as reducing coal
consumption or reducing carbon intensity or increase clean energy consumption or
installed capacity. From a compliance entity’s point-of-view understanding all these
overlapping policies and targets is important so as to efficiently fulfilling its
compliance.
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China has announced seven pilot emissions trading systems in provinces and cities
including Beijing and Tianjin. From a compliance entity’s perspective it is important
to note if these seven (few other planned) pilot trading systems would be interlinked or have overlapping system boundaries. Information critical to the
development of a long-term compliance strategy, like how the provincial or citylevel system would transition to a national level program and if the MRV procedures
would match those implemented at the national level, is essential to a compliance
entity.
Simon Greenacre
Baker & McKenzie

Such information is critical to an entity’s compliance strategy as it is difficult to
change the management systems and internal policies frequently with the change
in program regulations or requirements. If there is a possibility to use of more costeffective compliance instruments like offsets or of linkage, the entity would plan its
compliance strategy accordingly to take maximum advantage of possibly low-cost
offsets.
Under the Australian Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM), the compliance entities are
required to report their emissions under the National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting System (NGERS). As a result, the compliance entities would have had
little difficultly adopting the MRV procedures. However, a number of compliance
entities covered under the CPM were also covered under the New South Wales
Greenhouse Gas Abatement System, one of the oldest cap-and-trade systems in the
world. These compliance entities faced a lot of uncertainty regarding the
compliance under these two systems.
Similarly, the EU has an ETS as one of its principle programs to achieve its emissions
reduction target of 21 per cent under 1990 levels by 2020. But it also has a binding
target to achieve 20 per cent energy from renewable energy sources by 2020 and a
non-binding target to improve energy efficiency by 20 per cent by 2020 from
business-as-usual levels. Europe also has a number of low-carbon policies in the
fuel and transportation sectors. Understandably, a compliance entity that is affected
by multiple policies to reduce emissions, improve energy efficiency or increase
renewable energy capacity could face substantial difficulties to devise a common
strategy to fulfill all its obligations.
A basic approach to formulate an effective compliance strategy would ideally
include the following four points:
• Reduce liable emissions at covered facilities, and therefore reduce compliance
costs.
• Identify and manage conflicting/inconsistent obligations in different systems.
• Acquire and surrender eligible units at the lowest possible price.
• Manage incurred costs using contractual terms to avoid or minimize carbon cost
pass-through.
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Key Points

•
•

Long-term clarity in regulations and policies is essential to boost confidence
among compliance entities and investors.
Regulatory bodies must evaluate the potential impact of complimentary policies
to the emissions trading systems. This will have an impact on emission
reductions as well as the ease for covered entities to comply with the various
energy and climate policies.

Julie Mulkerin of Chevron shared the experiences of her companies in the Australia
and California carbon markets. The various points discussed threw light on the
possible strategic measures compliance entities should take in order to meet their
obligations.

Julie Mulkerin
Chevron

The first step towards meeting the compliance obligation is to set up an emissions
project team which would be responsible for the various commercial and regulatory
decisions on behalf of the entity. This team should represent a cross-section of the
entire company/group in order to ensure that the views and concerns of all the units
and divisions of the company/group are addressed.
If the group has several entities spread across a number of compliance markets,
meeting the obligation as a group can be difficult and complex. Thus, a broadbased decision to distribute the compliance responsibilities among various teams
based on the jurisdiction should be taken at the top-most level.
The team should include officials from a number of divisions like finance, sales,
purchase, legal, external affairs, systems and processes, and trading. This would
help the team remain abreast of any development across the group which may
impact its emissions. The team would require a consistent flow of data from these
division in order to prepare a sound and effective compliance strategy.
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Next, the team should undertake a thorough investigation of the various
compliance options available in the program to fulfill the obligation. A group must
compare its internal potential to reduce emissions with the cost of purchasing
compliance instruments. The cost of compliance should be built into the project
economics. The team should do a marginal abatement cost analysis to determine
the most efficient method of emissions reduction.
The potential modification, such as linkages and change in scope and coverage, in
the program must also be anticipated. Such events can significantly impact the
compliance cost for the company/group.
While developing internal measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV)
standards, the group should ensure that the standards are consistent with other
operational and expected market-based programs in other jurisdictions. This would
help establish consistency across the group and may eventually enable different
subsidiaries to use compliance offsets across jurisdictions.
One of the most critical functions of this team is to maintain a constant
communication channel with the regulator. This would enable the team to make
informed and sound decisions while ensuring that the obligation is fulfilled in a
timely and accurate manner.
Regulators propose amendments to the program regulations from time-to-time.
The group should be abreast of these proposed changes so that it may express its
views to ensure that its interests are taken care of. The authorities also issue
information about the schedule of auction of instruments, public information
workshops, and stakeholder meetings.

Key Points

•
•
•
•
•

A company should set up a team which represents all major departments to build
a comprehensive compliance strategy for GHG emissions.
The team should consider all compliance strategies and pick out the most
effective and efficient.
The compliance strategy should be in-sync with the overall business strategy and
should be flexible enough to absorb any changes in the internal as well as
external business conditions.
The team should be in constant communication with the regulators to ensure
that they are abreast with the latest information.
The team should prepare and implement sound yet flexible MRV procedures so
as to prepare for a possible linkage with other programs in the future.

Francisco Grajales Cravioto of Vattenfall described the basic principles of emission
allowance management followed within an installation or a large industrial group
like Vattenfall and gave an overview of the various types of instruments available in
the market to trade allowances. Vattenfall generates about 48% of its total electricity
from fossil fuels and 20% from renewable energy sources. The company reported
emission of 83.5 million tCO2e in 2012.
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A compliance entity should use the compliance instruments (emission allowances
and and offsets) with a target to minimize compliance costs and possibly generate
additional revenue. Installations that are part of a large industrial group report their
emissions and energy use on an annual basis however, the emission allowances are
accounted for through a central management which allocates them to the various
installations on a daily basis. Finally, the compliance is done at the installation level.
Francisco Grajales Cravioto
Vattenfall

The mix of units that a compliance entity procures would depend on the cost,
availability, and regulatory requirements. Various forms of instruments which are
traded in the secondary markets include:

Spot

Selling in an exchange/market or to a counter-party for
immediate delivery. The allowance has to be already
issued.

Futures

• Selling on an exchange/market or to a counter-party
for guaranteed delivery in the future.
• In the EU-ETS the most common future delivery is
December of each year
• The allowance doesn’t necessarily need to be issued at
the moment of selling a futures contract.

Options

• Options is a contract that gives the owner the right but
not the obligation to buy or sell an allowance at a
specific price. It is mainly used for hedging purposes.
Options are a contract that give the owner a right to
buy is a call, right to sell is a put.
• Options have expiry dates.
• For example if a company has a substantial volume of
allowances but wants to save them for future use and is
concerned about the price going down substantially,
then the company can buy a put option at a lower
price than whatever price is current at the moment of
purchasing the option in the carbon market.

Swaps

Physical swap is the exchange of different types of
allowances by two different parties. For example EUAs
for CERs or vice versa with or without cash transfers.

Spreads

A contract which reflects the price differential between
allowances of different future delivery dates.

THEME IV: OPERATIONAL IMPACTS
This session highlighted that generation and trading in compliance instruments is
one of the key aspects of an ETS. The regulations of an ETS should promote
development of offset projects to boost investment in low-carbon projects and
provide the compliance entities with a range of instruments to utilize for fulfilling
their obligations.
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Ziyuan Wang of Shell and Caspar Chiquet of South Pole Carbon discussed the
Chinese CERs (CCERs) which are recognized as compliance instruments in the pilot
trading systems. They discussed the process of certification of offset projects and
the opportunities and challenges stakeholders face from the offsets market.

Casper Chiquet
South Pole Carbon

The certification process would cover, both, new offsets projects as well as Chinese
CDM projects. Eligible methodologies would differ from program to program.
There are also concerns regarding the regulatory concerns over projects based on
few methodologies which are no longer recognized under international programs
like EU ETS and NZ ETS.
Use of offsets offers an opportunity for compliance entities to meet obligation cost
effectively. It would also be highly beneficial to offset project developers who are
facing reduced demand due to regulatory concerns and price slump in the
international carbon markets. Consistency in verification across projects and pilot
programs may remain a challenge.
Jeff Huang of the InterContinental Exchange (ICE) introduced how companies
handle carbon asset management, as well as providing an overview of the
Californian carbon market and carbon derivatives through ICE.

Jeff Huang
InterContinental Exchange

The futures segment of instrument trading leads to greater liquidity in the market
which, in turn, provides greater support to the carbon price. A sufficiently high
carbon price may prompt the companies to invest in long-term abatement options
which serves the overall goal of the emissions trading system.
Companies can utilize the futures segment in a number of ways to leverage their
carbon positions. Trading in the futures segment can yield companies substantial
profits. Timely purchase of compliance instruments in the futures segment can bring
significant financial savings to the companies as a positive result.
Companies should make sure they have a dedicated team of qualified personnel to
manage the trading segment. This team should have access to information of all the
covered installations of the company so that a coherent and comprehensive trading
strategy can be employed to meet the obligation of all the installations in a
centralized manner.

Key Points

•
•
•

A dedicated team of professionals looking into the company’s carbon asset
management is essential for fulfilling the compliance obligations efficiently.
Companies should consider all options to meet their obligations in a financially
effective manner.
Trading in futures instruments enables companies to hedge their financial risks
and meet their obligations in a financially efficient manner.
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS
A detailed discussion on offset project development and offset generation took
place during the breakout sessions. Industry experts stated that compliance entities
can use Chinese CERs or CCERs to fulfill their emission reduction obligations. These
offsets can be used in addition to the emission allowances allocated to the
compliance entities or those purchased by the compliance entities through
exchanges. The Tianjin ETS allows use of CCERs to cover 10 per cent of the annual
obligation of an entity.
The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) has published over
100 eligible methodologies that can be used by the developers to set up projects.
Compliance entities can set up their own offset projects as well.
The project developers should keep in mind some crucial aspects before going
ahead with starting new projects. ‘Simpler’ projects like those based on renewable
energy technologies are easier to implement and carry less risk. Offsets from
industrial gas projects have been banned in a number of international carbon
markets. Chinese authorities may also decide to ban such offsets in the future.
International experience shows that demand for offsets increases towards the end
of the compliance period when the deadline to surrender compliance instruments is
near. Project developers should look to take advantage of this increased demand
phase.
The CCER is a complimentary mechanism for compliance entities to achieve their
emission reduction obligation. The seven ETS pilots in China have different
maximum limits for use of offsets. Bloomberg estimates that demand for offsets in
the seven pilot systems is around 97 million tonnes of CO2e with demand from
Tianjin at about 14 million tonnes of CO2e.
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BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS DIALOGUE
Shell has some Chinese entities covered under the pilot ETS. Could you share with
us what steps Shell has taken to ensure compliance and how the company can help
Chinese company do the same?
Reply by Ziyuan Wang, Shell Trading
Yes, we do have some entities covered under the Chinese pilot systems and we are
actively participating in the systems. We have experience in the primary and
secondary markets in the EU ETS. Use of CCERs for compliance is one of the
cheapest way to meet compliance so we will definitely consider it.
Emissions trading systems are new to Chinese companies as a result the staff in the
communications department or the environment protection are working on the
internal processes and procedures required for participating in the ETS. Could you
explain the process as to how the European companies managed to develop
dedicated carbon asset management and trading teams?
Reply by Ziyuan Wang, Shell trading
Shell has been active in trading a number of commodities like oil and gas over the
last several years as a result concept of emissions trading comes naturally to us.
Initially in the EU ETS, European companies perceived emissions trading and
compliance responsibilities as a technical issue. The task of fulfilling the obligation
was assigned to environmental and planning departments. However, in the longterm the companies realized that emissions trading presents a significant business
opportunity and thus formed dedicated teams for carbon asset management.
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Mr Jianping Zheng from Tianjin Tiantie Coking and Chemical CO.,LTD
Question: Could please tell us about the operations of your company?
Answer: Our company is a chemicals industry involved mainly focusing in the
production of coke, tar, and benzene. We supply our products to the steel and
related industry.
Question: As a compliance company under the Tianjin ETS what kind of
preparations is your company making to participate in the ETS?
Answer: As part of our preparation efforts, we had sent our staff to the training
sessions organized by the Tianjin DRC to help them get an understanding of the
regulatory and legal requirements under the program. We are also making plans to
increase internal abatement and are considering to set up waste heat recovery
projects and other every conservation projects. Additionally, we have made some
adjustments of production process in order to conform to social responsibility and
environmental protection requirements.
Question: Could you share with us your thoughts about the IETA BPMR Tianjin
Mission?
Answer: Since the EU ETS was launched much earlier than our markets it advanced
into a highly developed market. We can gain significant experience from our
compatriots in Europe who are engaged in future trading of allowances once it is
introduced in the Chinese markets as well.

Mr Wang Jing from Tianjin Climate Exchange
Question: Could please tell us about the operations of your company?
Answer: The Tianjin Climate Exchange was established in September 2008 through
a partnership between PetroChina and the Tianjin government. In 2012 the NDRC
officially announced the implementation of seven pilot ETS in China. The exchange
secured approval from the Ministry of Environmental Protection and the Ministry of
Finance to conduct pilot carbon emissions trading in Tianjin. The exchange also
undertook several capacity building activities to help the stakeholders acclimatize
to the regulations and requirements of the ETS.
Question: What are the responsibilities of the Tianjin Climate Exchange in the pilot
ETS?
Answer: First, we had the responsibility of developing the overall program for the
Tianjin pilot ETS; second, we undertook research work into allowance allocation
method; third, we were given the responsibility to establish the registry for the pilot
ETS and; fourth, we established carbon trading rules and designed infrastructure for
trading and auction of allowances. We are currently managing the ETS registry.
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Question: What are your thoughts about the IETA BPMR Mission in Tianjin?
Answer: It is a great honor for Tianjin Climate Exchange to be a co-host of this
mission. I think this mission is very important for us as the pilot was established only
two months ago. The participating industries do not have adequate information
about the international carbon markets. While the Tianjin municipal government
organized several knowledge sessions, this mission is the first interaction the local
industries had with international carbon market experts.
This mission is useful for all stakeholders involved in the Tianjin pilot ETS. The
participating industries as well as the government agencies have much to learn
from the experiences shared by the team of international experts present here.

Mr Simon Greenacre, Senior Associate , Baker & McKenzie
Question: Can you please introduce us to your company?
Answer: We run our global environmental practice group from Sydney office, we
cover all the carbon markets across globe working with our London, Chicago and
Hong Kong office. We as law firm provide legal advice and sometimes policy advice
to our clients. Our clients range from project developers, to investors, to financiers,
offtakers of carbon credits. We also advice governments so we have stress tested
different ETS programs across the world including Australian ETS, partially the EU
ETS. We also advised the New Zealand government on NZETS and we also advise
multilateral organization . So we drafted template carbon trading forms for IETA,
World Bank, International Finance Corporation (IFC) , ADB and others . That pretty
much introduces us.
Globally we are largest law firm in the world , but within the firm we have a
dedicated team for environmental markets and I am part of it.
Question: How are you helping Chinese entities towards upcoming ETS?
Answer: That’s an interesting question. Even the pilot scheme will cover a
population of over 250 M people so its straight away a population base and market
base much bigger than all other ETS except EU ETS. So when China moves to a
National Scheme probably not initially but in four to five years we can imagine
Chinese markets overtaking European Markets in size. Whether the trading
activities within the Chinese scheme is more than EU scheme will depend on lots of
things like rules that adopted for trading, what offset projects are allowed to used,
whether it’s possible to trade forward contracts in futures or only trade can happen
on spot contract which the current situation so there are many variables that will
determine on how Chinese National scheme grows but certainly the potential is
there.
As far as our role is concerned Baker and McKenzie has got Environmental Markets
Practice Group since 1997 and many of the earlier projects, deals and investments
were done in China so we have been involved in CDM market for a very long
time ,we have also been involved in advising clients on VCS projects.
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We advised WB and ADB on establishment of Carbon Investment Funds and much
of the investment activity for that fund was happening in China. We also advised on
the one of the biggest HFC 23 deals 5 to 10 yrs ago . As far as we are doing today
our involvement has been to advice international and Chinese companies that are
planning to trade in the local markets. We have drafted template trading
documents for some of our clients and advised come of them on rules around the
pilot scheme and we think there would be much more of that kind of work in the
future as the market takes of here. We certainly see a lot of potential in China
Question: What are your views on IETA’s BPMR mission especially since your
company is an integral part of the mission?
Answer: I think dialogues like these are extremely important for the carbon markets.
The reason for this because governments design carbon markets and they develop
the rules of carbon markets, but especially in new markets like China for the pilot
schemes, there is a varying degree of understanding on carbon markets or rules of
the carbon markets work. Governments can’t do everything; I worked in
government before joining Baker and Mackenzie and I know government has
certain limitations. Limitations like governments can’t involve directly generally in
business of carbon trading, of course there are governments that have departments
for carbon procurement but mostly there are private players even though they may
be owned by govt but they are always behaving in a commercial way . The best way
for market participants in country like china to learn about how to manage their
obligation under the Chinese ETS and how to turn the mkt into an opportunity is
really by talking to other market participants who have lots of skills and experience
in carbon trading. I don’t think there is any other program in the world that is doing
this at the moment as the way is being done under BPMR. I think it’s a great idea
and I have heard that all the BPMRs have been really successful till date . I hope that
the current high degree of interest that BPMR members have in the mission
continues to grow because BPMR is playing a really important role in development
of new carbon markets around the world.
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BEIJING
ETS Established: 2013

Dialogue Summary
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ETS INTRODUCTION
Introduction
In October 2011 China’s National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
announced plans to establish pilot emissions trading systems in seven jurisdictions.
Some of these systems would cover cities while others would cover entire
provinces.
In March 2012, the Beijing Government undertook the process to establish a citylevel emissions trading system.
Scope and Coverage
During the first phase of the system (2013-2015) only carbon dioxide emissions are
covered. Entities with over 10,000 tonnes of annual stationary CO2 emissions will be
covered under the system. Entities from three major categories – power and heat
supply, manufacturing and other industries, and services industry – have been
covered under the first phase. These major categories are further divided into subcategories which are 41 in number. A total of 490 entities are expected to be
covered under the system.
Cap and Allowance Allocation
For existing entities and institutions the allowances will be distributed on the basis
of absolute historical emissions reported or the reported emissions intensity, based
on the type of industry. For new entities, allowances will be distributed on the basis
of benchmarks derived from reported data by the industrial sector.
MRV System
Based on international practices and the industrial sectors included in the ETS, the
regulatory bodies established five different sets of MRV systems to accurately and
consistently measure emissions from all the sectors. The companies are required to
establish and implement a monitoring plan to report their annual emissions. The
reported emissions are required to be verified by a designated third-party agency.
Registry
A registry to track all transactions within the system was established to monitor
allocation, trading, and submission of compliance instruments by the compliance
entities. The Beijing ETS Registry is housed and managed by the China Beijing
Environment Exchange (CBEEX).
Offsets, Banking, and Penalty
Borrowing of allowances is not allowed during the first phase. The allowances,
however, can be banked through to the end of first phase. Compliance entities can
currently use CCERs to meet up to 5 per cent of their annual obligation. Use of
offsets generate under other mechanism is also being considered.
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Emissions Trading Infrastructure
The China Beijing Environmental Exchange (CBEEX) was established as the
designated trading platform. The exchange has been leading the efforts to offer
emissions trading services as an efficient method to meet emissions reduction
obligations.
The Launch
Trading of emission allowances on the China Beijing Environmental Exchange was
launched in November 2013. On the first trading day, a total of 40,080 emission
allowances were traded through bilateral trade and the exchange in the range of
RMB 50 (€6.01) to RMB 51.25 (€6.16) per tonne.

(From left to right: Zhang Yuewu, CBEEX; Shashank Mehta, Climate Connect; Keith
Regan, Verco; Eileen Hang, Greenstream; Eric Boonman, Statkraft; Vegard
Engesaeth, Statoil; Stewart Niu, LRQA; Julie Mulkerin, Chevron; Jeff Swartz, IETA;
Emily Spears, BP; Mei Dewen, CBEEX; Dan Barry, BP; Dirk Forrister, IETA; Michael
Mei, Alstom; Lara Dong, Rio Tinto; Karl Upston Hooper, Greenstream; Zhuli Hess,
VCS; James Liu, Statkraft; Jussi Nykanen, Greenstream; Christian Lynch, Rio Tinto;
Simon Greenacre, Baker & McKenzie)
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BPMR BEIJING DIALOGUE AGENDA
Main Elements and Topics
The dialogue include the following topics:
• Trading strategies and internal allowance management
• MRV at the installation level: day-to-day industry best practice for MRV
management
• Financial products and trading carbon
• Interactive (practice) trading on an Exchange
• GHG auditing and verification
• Data quality and quality control
• IT tools and GHG trading infrastructure
• Mitigation measures
• Understand the registry

Schedule
Time: 1 day, 27 February 2014
Meeting Location: Fortune Times Building, Fenghuiyuan, Xicheng District, Beijing
Organizer:
International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)
China Beijing Environmental Exchange (CBEEX)
Foreign Supporters:
International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)
British Embassy, Beijing
Local Supporters:
Beijing Municipal Commission of Development and Reform
February 27, Morning — Seminar
Time

Contents

Speakers

Opening Remarks
8:30-8:55

Opening remarks & Introduction
of the Beijing Emissions Trading
System

8:55-9:10

Opening remarks by CBEEX

9:10-9:25

Opening Remarks by Sir David
King, Special Representative for
Climate Change, Foreign &
Commonwealth Office, United
Kingdom

9:25-9:40

Introduction to the B-PMR and
IETA Welcome

9:40-10:00

Beijing DRC
Mr. Du Shaozhong, CBEEX
Sir David King, Special
Representative Climate
Change, British Government

Mr. Dirk Forrister, President
and CEO, IETA

Discussion & Tea Break
Group Photo
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Theme 1: Preparing for and participating in an ETS
(Examples and best practices from European/Californian companies that prepared
for and participate in the EU ETS and California cap-and-trade)

10:05-10:35

Carbon Market Readiness: How
can companies prepare and
thrive in a carbon market?
Lessons from the BPMR’s CoChairs

Karl Upston Hooper,
Greenstream / Zhuli Hess,
VCS / James Liu, Statkraft

10:35-11:00

ETS Compliance: Rules and
Policies that UK, Australian, and
EU Operators Follow

Simon Greenacre, Baker &
McKenzie / Michael Mei,
Alstom

11:00-11:15

Question and Answer Session

11:15-11:40

Case studies from California and
Australia: Obstacles and lessons
learned when preparing for an
ETS (overlapping policies,
registries, international carbon
teams, etc.)

11:40-12:10

All about Allowances: Carbon
trading strategies from the
experts

Emily Spear, BP / Julie
Mulkerin, Chevron

Francisco Grajales Cravioto
and Michiel ten Hoopen,
Vattenfall / Dan Barry, BP

12:10-12:25

Question and Answer Session

12:25-13:30

Lunch

February 27, Afternoon – Breakout Sessions
Time

Contents

Speakers

Theme 2: MRV Best Practices
Group 1: Power
Speaker(s): Massimiliano Varricciu, EDF Trading
Group 2: Manufacturing Industry
Speaker(s): Fulvio Bartolucci, Solvay
Group 3: Service Industry
13:30 - 14:30
Speaker(s): Caspar Chiquet, South Pole/Yang Xuan, South Pole
Group 4: Construction Industry
Speaker(s): Simon Greenacre, Baker & McKenzie
Group 5: Other Industry
Speaker(s): Stewart Niu, LRQA
Theme 3: Offsets and Carbon Asset Management
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Group 1: Power
Speaker(s): Li Xing, BP / Vincenzo Argentieri, Enel
Group 2: Manufacturing Industry
Speaker(s): Eric Boonman, Statkraft/James Liu, Statkraft
Group 3: Service Industry
14:45 - 15:30 Speaker(s): Zhuli Hess, VCSA and Francisco Grajales Cravioto,
Vattenfall
Group 4: Construction Industry
Speaker(s):Karl Upston Hooper, Greenstream / Ziyuan Wang, Shell
Group 5: Other Industry
Speaker(s): Julie Mulkerin, Chevron
February 27, Late Afternoon – Seminar
Time

Contents

Speakers

Theme 4: Operational Impacts

15:45-16:15

16:15-16:30

Growing a business in a
rollercoaster carbon market:
lessons learned from the carbon
‘life cycle’

Robert Hansor /Jussi
Nykanen, Greenstream

Question and Answer Session
Theme 5: ETS Infrastructure

16:30-17:00

Putting the extra C in CCER:
Lessons from the CDM for the
Chinese CER

17:00-17:30

The Exchange: How carbon is
traded on an Exchange and the
importance of liquidity: Live
Simulation from the EU ETS and
Case Studies from California

17:30-17:45
17:45-18:15
18:30-20:30

Ziyuan Wang, Shell / Caspar
Chiquet, South Pole

Jeff Huang, ICE

Question and Answer Session
Summary of B-PMR Mission and
Closing Statements BPMR

IETA, Beijing DRC, Beijing
Climate Exchange

Reception at Intercontinental Beijing Financial Street
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DIALOGUE SUMMARY
Address by Du Shaozhong Chairman of the China Beijing Environment
Exchange
The purpose of this workshop organized by IETA is to introduce the concept and
fundamentals of a carbon market to the Chinese stakeholders. The carbon markets
in the China have only just been launched and are yet to make significant
contribution to the economic and social development of the cities and provinces
where the pilot systems apply. With time, however, these carbon markets will
mature and would provide momentum to the regional and national development.
The Chinese government takes issue of environment and pollution seriously and is
looking to implement market mechanisms to address these issues. The pilot
systems are a great initiative in that direction. The Beijing ETS is in its nascent stages
but in the long-term we plan to enhance the scope of carbon trading to make the
market more investor-friendly and open to low-carbon investment.
I would like to thank IETA, the British Embassy in Beijing, the compliance entities
and all other stakeholders for contributing towards the success of the Beijing ETS.

Address by Dewen Mei from the China Beijing Environment Exchange
We recently launched the pilot emissions trading system here, in Beijing. While the
scale and liquidity of the system requires improvement and expansion, I’m sure this
pilot system would make significant contribution towards the Chinese government’s
goal of implementing a national-level ETS in the near future.
I hope that the Chinese enterprises get opportunities to interact with experienced
market players active in developed carbon markets. Through workshops like this
the Chinese stakeholders would learn a great deal about the intricacies of an ETS.
Therefore, I would like to thank IETA and the British Embassy for their support to this
workshop.
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Address by Sir David King, Special Representative Climate Change, British
Government
Ladies, gentlemen, distinguished guests, I am honoured to have the opportunity to
participate in today¹s Dialogue on Emissions Trading and Market Readiness as part
of the Business Partnership for Market Readiness mission. It is wonderful to see so
many of you here. And it has been fascinating to hear some of my colleagues
opening remarks. I want to begin by thanking Beijing Development and Reform
Commission for supporting this event , and IETA and Beijing Environment Exchange
for making this event happen. The British Embassy is delighted to be sponsor of this
meeting. Importance of event: There is a major global shift now taking place. It is
the shift in resources to investments that will generate the best long-term
sustainable returns. In short, these investments, these financial flows, will generate
the most productive and lowest risk returns for years to come. They are investments
in the low carbon economy, the sustainable economy of the future. You don¹t have
to take my word for it. It is the strategy being pursued by some of the leanest, most
competitive companies on the planet.
Building Eco-Civilisation: As a guest, but keen observer of China, I can
see a coming together of a number of important changes in this country:
• The 18th Party Congress agreed the need to define China’s national rejuvenation
in part as project that builds an eco-civilisation;
• The recent Third Plenum Meeting meeting spoke about the need for market
forces to become a decisive factor in the allocation of resources;
• Premier Li Keqiang has spoken repeatedly of the necessity to transform
government functions and further enhance the role of the market, because further
reform and rejuvenation demands it.
UK Support: We have been through our own learning on this issue in the UK. And
that¹s why were delighted to be a partner for China in these efforts. 10 years ago,
when the first carbon emissions trading system took off in London, we found that by
better pricing and therefore managing carbon resources, we could create stronger
companies, who invested more wisely. The City of London benefited from piloting
the world first carbon trading system. Just as now here in Beijing I think you will find
that you will benefit from being one of the pioneering forerunners of a national
system.
Call to Action: Chinese State Owned Enterprises have played a leading role in
developing clean energy and low carbon services to support the Chinese economy.
The outside world is astounded and in awe at the investments that China is making
in new science, new materials and in a new form of growth. I’m hopeful that if you
are able to make the most of the wisdom being shared at this seminar today, if
Beijing can successfully make carbon trading work, then in a few years time the
world will also be astounded by China’s carbon market. I wish this meeting every
success.
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Address by Dirk Forrister, President and CEO, International Emissions
Trading Association (IETA)
I would like to thank our partners at CBEEX who have helped us organize this event.
We are also very honored to have the support of Sir David King. During the initial
years of any emissions trading system the participants have a number of concerns
and questions. This was the case when the Acid Rain program (NOX/SO2) was
launched in the US or when the EU ETS was launched. But we, with our team of
international carbon markets experts, are here to tell you that these systems and
program do work.
We are here to share our experience with the stakeholders in the Chinese pilot
systems. Exchange of experiences, ideas and strategies is crucial for the successful
implementation and operation of any new emissions trading system. We also hope
to learn a great deal about the Chinese markets.
The focus of this dialogue is to ensure industry readiness for the emissions trading
system. The participating industries should be aware of their obligations and
emission reduction targets and options they have for fulfilling these obligations. The
participants should remain in contact with the regulator in order to have access to
the latest information.
China has the potential to become the world’s largest emissions trading market and
IETA and it's partners are here for the long-term to do their bit in the development
of this new market. I hope that all companies from Beijing attending this dialogue
will benefit from the interaction with our international experts.
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THEME I: PREPARING FOR & PARTICIPATING IN AN ETS
Active stakeholders in some developed emissions trading systems like the EU ETS
and the California cap-and-trade system can provide invaluable advise and insight
into compliance strategies to companies and entities in emerging carbon markets
like the Chinese pilot ETS.
James Liu of Statkraft and Zhuli Hess of VCS gave an introduction of the activities of
their respective companies in carbon markets across the world while discussing the
fundamental points for establishing compliance strategies.
James Liu stated that Statkraft is the largest renewable energy producer in Europe
but has emissions reduction obligation under the EU ETS as it also operates some
gas-fired power plants. The company has a small but full-time team to manage
carbon assets. While discussing some fundamental issues a company’s compliance
policy should address, Liu stated that:
• An emission reduction obligation should not be seen merely as an obligation but
an opportunity as well.
• Companies should look to adapt themselves to the market conditions and
regulatory requirements at the earliest.
• The compliance and business strategy should be flexible enough to adapt to
market conditions.
Zhuli Hess gave an overview of the various options the
compliance entities have to meet their obligations.
Purchasing eligible offsets is one of the ways that
companies can fulfill their obligation. Companies covered
under the Chinese pilot ETS can purchase Chinese CERs
to meet a part of their compliance obligation. Companies
in Beijing can surrender offsets up to 10 per cent of their
annual GHG emissions. About 270 offset projects in China
have been registered under the VCS and they represent
40 million VCUs, this provides for a tremendous
L-R: Zhuli Hess (VCS), Karl Upston
opportunity to the compliance entities as well as the carbon project developers.
Hooper, (GreenStream), and
James Liu (Statkraft)
Simon Greenacre of Baker & McKenzie and Michael Mei of Alstom discussed the
regulatory procedures followed in carbon markets around the world and how the
compliance entities can manage their assets and obligations while being subjected
to complimentary low-carbon policies.
The Chinese national government, the provincial governments and city municipal
authorities have announced a number of clean energy and low-carbon policies.
A single jurisdiction may have a number of targets such as reducing coal
consumption or reducing carbon intensity or increase clean energy consumption or
installed capacity. From a compliance entity’s point-of-view understanding all these
overlapping policies and targets is important so as to efficiently fulfilling its
compliance.
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China has announced seven pilot emissions trading systems in provinces and cities
including Beijing and Tianjin. From a compliance entity’s perspective it is important
to note if these seven (few other planned) pilot trading systems would be interlinked or have overlapping system boundaries. Information critical to the
development of a long-term compliance strategy, like how the provincial or citylevel system would transition to a national level program and if the MRV procedures
would match those implemented at the national level, is essential to a compliance
entity.
Such an information is critical to an entity’s compliance strategy as it is difficult to
change the management systems and internal policies frequently with the change
in program regulations or requirements. If there is a possibility of use of cheaper
compliance instruments like offsets or of linkage, the entity would plan its
compliance strategy accordingly to take maximum advantage of possibly cheaper
offsets.
Under the Australian Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM), the compliance entities are
required to report their emissions under the National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting System (NGERS) which has been in place for the past few years as a
result, the compliance entities would have had little difficultly adopting the MRV
procedures. However, a number of compliance entities covered under the CPM
were also covered under the New South Wales Greenhouse Gas Abatement
System, one of the oldest cap-and-trade systems in the world. These compliance
entities faced a lot of uncertainty regarding the compliance under these two
systems.

L-R: Michael Mei (Alstom),
Simon Greenacre (Baker &
Mc Kenzie), and Karl Upston
Hooper, (GreenStream)

Similarly, the EU has an ETS as one of its principle
programs to achieve its emissions reduction target of 21
per cent under 1990 levels by 2020. But it also has a
binding target to achieve 20 per cent energy from
renewable energy sources by 2020 and a non-binding
target to improve energy efficiency by 20 per cent by
2020 from business-as-usual levels. Europe also has a
number of low-carbon policies in the fuel and
transportation sectors. Understandably, a compliance
entity that is affected by multiple policies to reduce
emissions, improve energy efficiency or increase
renewable energy capacity could face substantial difficulties to devise a common
strategy to fulfill all its obligations.
A basic approach to formulate an effective compliance strategy would ideally
include the following four points:
• Reduce liable emissions at covered facilities, and therefore reduce compliance
costs.
• Identify and manage conflicting/inconsistent obligations in different systems.
• Acquire and surrender eligible units at the lowest possible price.
• Manage incurred costs using contractual terms to avoid or minimize carbon cost
pass-through.
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Key Points

•
•

Long-term clarity in regulations and policies is essential to boost confidence
among the compliance entities and investors.
Regulatory bodies must evaluate of the potential impact of complimentary
policies to the emissions trading systems. The final impact on emission
reductions as well as the ease for covered entities to comply with the various
policies.

Emily Spears of BP and Julie Mulkerin of Chevron shared the experiences of their
respective companies in the Australia and California carbon markets. The various
points discussed threw light on the possible strategic measures compliance entities
should take in order to meet their obligations.
The first step towards meeting the compliance obligation is to set up an emissions
project team which would be responsible for the various commercial and regulatory
decisions on behalf of the entity. This team should represent a cross-section of the
entire company/group in order to ensure that the views and concerns of all the units
and divisions of the company/group are addressed.

L-R: Emily Spears (BP) and
Julie Mulkerin (Chevron)

If the group has several entities spread across a number of compliance markets,
meeting the obligation as a group can be difficult and complex. Thus, a broadbased decision to distribute the compliance responsibilities among various teams
based on the jurisdiction should be taken at the top-most level.
The team should include officials from a number of divisions like finance, sales,
purchase, legal, external affairs, systems and processes, and trading. This would
help the team remain abreast of any development across the group which may
impact its emissions. The team would require a consistent flow of data from these
division in order to prepare a sound and effective compliance strategy.
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Next, the team should undertake a thorough investigation of the various
compliance options available in the program to fulfill the obligation. A group must
compare its internal potential to reduce emissions with the cost of purchasing
compliance instruments. The cost of compliance should be built into the project
economics. The team should do a marginal abatement cost analysis to determine
the most efficient method of emissions reduction.
The potential modification, such as linkages and change in scope and coverage, in
the program must also be anticipated. Such events can significantly impact the
compliance cost for the company/group.
While developing internal measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV)
standards, the group should ensure that the standards are consistent with other
operational and expected market-based programs in other jurisdictions. This would
help establish consistency across the group and may eventually enable different
subsidiaries to use compliance offsets across jurisdictions.
One of the most critical functions of this team is to maintain a constant
communication channel with the regulator. This would enable the team to make
informed and sound decisions while ensuring that the obligation is fulfilled in a
timely and accurate manner.
Regulators propose amendments to the program regulations from time-to-time.
The group should be abreast of these proposed changes so that it may express its
views to ensure that its interests are taken care of. The authorities also issue
information about the schedule of auction of instruments, public information
workshops, and stakeholder meetings.

Key Points

•
•
•
•
•

A company should set up a team which represents all major departments to build
a comprehensive compliance strategy GHG emissions.
The team should consider all compliance strategies and pick out the most
effective and efficient.
The compliance strategy should be in-sync with the overall business strategy and
should be flexible enough to absorb any changes in the internal as well as
external business conditions.
The team should be in constant communication with the regulators to ensure
that they are abreast with the latest information.
The team should prepare and implement sound yet flexible MRV procedures so
as to prepare for a possible linkage with other programs in the future.

Francisco Grajales Cravioto of Vattenfall described the basic principles of emission
allowance management followed within an installation or a large industrial group
like Vattenfall and gave an overview of the various types of instruments available in
the market to trade allowances. Vattenfall generates about 48% of its total electricity
from fossil fuels and 20% from renewable energy sources. The company reported
emission of 83.5 million tCO2e in 2012.
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A compliance entity should use the compliance instruments (emission allowances
and and offsets) with a target to minimize compliance costs and possibly generate
additional revenue. Installations that are part of a large industrial group report their
emissions and energy use on an annual basis however, the emission allowances are
accounted for through a central management which allocates them to the various
installations on a daily basis. Finally, the compliance is done at the installation level.
The mix of units that a compliance entity procures would depend on the cost,
availability, and regulatory requirements. Various forms of instruments which are
traded in the secondary markets include:
Francisco Grajales Cravioto
Vattenfall
Spot

Selling in an exchange/market or to a counter-party for
immediate delivery. The allowance has to be already
issued.

Futures

• Selling on an exchange/market or to a counter-party
for guaranteed delivery in the future.
• In the EU-ETS the most common future delivery is
December of each year
• The allowance doesn’t need necessarily need to be
issued at the moment of selling a futures contract.

Options

• Is a contract that gives the owner the right but not the
obligation to buy or sell an allowance at a specific
price. It is mainly used for hedging purposes.
Options are a contract that give the owner a right to
buy is a call, right to sell is a put.
• Options have expiry dates.
• For example if a company has a substantial volume of
allowances but wants to save them for future use and
is concerned about the price going down
substantially, then the company can buy a put option
at a lower price than whatever price is current at the
moment of purchasing the option in the carbon
market.

Swaps

Physical swap is the exchange of different types of
allowances by two different parties. For example EUAs
for CERs or vice versa with or without cash transfers.

Spreads

A contract which reflects the price differential between
allowances of different future delivery dates.

Dan Barry from BP discussed the intricacies of the various emissions trading
strategies employed by compliance entities around the world. He gave examples of
specific strategies which can be employed in carbon markets in the EU, New
Zealand, and Australia.
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Using compliance instruments as collateral
The EU ETS is a flexible cap-and-trade system which allows the use of international
offsets in addition to allowances to meet the obligation. Eligible compliance
instruments include allowances – European Union Allowances (EUAs), European
Union Aviation Allowances (EUAAs) – and offsets – Certified Emission Reductions
(CERs), Emission Reduction Units (ERUs), and Removal Units (RMUs).

Dan Berry
BP

Compliance entities like airlines can use surplus or banked allowances/offsets as
collateral in place of cash or letter of credit. An airline would provide allowances/
offsets as collateral for purchasing fuel. The fuel supplier would apply an adjustment
to the price of these instruments based on the projected future price and would
then extend credit for fuel purchases. The instruments would still be owned by the
airline, however, held in an escrow account whilst being used as a collateral.
Swapping compliance instruments
The New Zealand ETS is an uncapped system with unlimited use of Kyoto units.
Eligible allowances include New Zealand Units (NZUs) while eligible offsets include
CERs, ERUs, RMUs, and Assigned Amount Units (AAUs).
Swapping refers to exchanging one eligible instrument for another. Swaps are
particularly attractive for holders of free allowances when there is a substantial price
differential between the allowances and other eligible instruments including offsets.
Allowances issued by the government usually traded at a premium to other eligible
instruments such as offsets. Since all eligible instruments are equivalent to 1 metric
ton of CO2e the only difference from the compliance perspective is cost.
Generating working capital
Australia has implemented a carbon tax for a period of three years starting from
2012. Eligible allowances under the carbon tax include Australian Carbon Units
(ACUs) while eligible offsets include domestic offsets generated from the Carbon
Farming Initiative (CFI), CERs, ERUs, and RMUs.
A large number of entities have been issued ACUs free of cost. The allowances are
allocated in September every year while the entities are required to surrender in
June next year. The covered entities can sell or monetize these allowances to fund
investments or improve business cash flow. Profits can be made on the basis of the
cost of capital and re-purchase of compliance instruments.
Compliance entities should have a multi-pronged and flexible approach towards
meeting their obligation and should consider all available options to comply with
the obligation while preserving profits.
Generation and trading in compliance instruments is one of the key aspects of an
ETS. The regulations of an ETS should promote development of offset projects to
boost investment in low-carbon projects and provide the compliance entities with a
range of instruments to utilize for fulfilling their obligations.
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THEME IV: OPERATIONAL IMPACTS
Jussi Nykanen of GreenStream and Robert Hansor of LRQA shared the lessons
learnt by their respective firms which has a presence in several established and
emerging carbon markets around the world. they discussed the likely structure of a
national-level emissions trading system in China and how the compliance entities
can adapt to such a program.

Jussi Nykanen
GreenStream

A national-level ETS could possibly cover 60-70 per cent of China national GHG
emissions. These companies may have emission reduction as well as energy
conservation/efficiency targets. The government would support the companies
through free emission allowances and energy efficiency subsidies. Eventually, the
program may have a cohesive synergy between emission allowances, offsets,
energy efficiency permits and credits.

Developing consistent verification standards would, however, be essential for
implementing such a cohesive program covering emissions trading and energy
efficiency. Having similar or comparable verification standards helps in seamless
integration between different markets. Greater cooperation, accountability, and
transparency in a market adds to its value.

THEME V: ETS INFRASTRUCTURE
Ziyuan Wang of Shell and Caspar Chiquet of South Pole discussed the role of
Chinese CERs (CCERs) which have been recognized as compliance instruments in
the pilot trading systems. He discussed the process of certification of offset projects
and the opportunities and challenges the stakeholders face from the offsets market.
The certification process would cover, both, new offsets projects as well as Chinese
CDM projects. Eligible methodologies would differ from program to program.
There are also concerns regarding the regulatory concerns over projects based on
few methodologies which are no longer recognized under international programs
like EU ETS and NZ ETS.
Ziyuan Wang
Shell

Use of offsets offers an opportunity for compliance entities to meet obligation cost
effectively. It would also be highly beneficial to offset project developers who are
facing reduced demand due to regulatory concerns and price slump in the
international carbon markets. Consistency in verification across projects and pilot
programs may remain a challenge.
Jeff Huang of the InterContinental Exchange (ICE) introduced how companies
handle carbon asset management, as well as providing an overview of the
Californian carbon market and carbon derivatives through ICE.
The futures segment of instrument trading leads to greater liquidity in the market
which, in turn, provides greater support to the carbon price. A sufficiently high
carbon price may prompt the companies to invest in long-term abatement options
which serves the overall goal of the emissions trading system.

Jeff Huang
InterContinental Exchange
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Companies can utilize the futures segment in a number of ways to leverage their
carbon positions. Trading in the futures segment can yield companies substantial
profits. Timely purchase of compliance instruments in the futures segment can bring
significant financial savings to the companies as a result.
Companies should make sure they have a dedicated team of qualified personnel to
manage the trading segment. This team should have access to information of all the
covered installations of the company so that a coherent and comprehensive trading
strategy can be employed to meet the obligation of all the installations in a
centralized manner.

Key Points

•
•

A dedicated team of professionals looking into the company’s carbon asset
management is essential for fulfilling the compliance obligations efficiently.
Companies should consider all options to meet their obligations in a financially
effective manner including futures instruments to hedge their financial risks.
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS
One example of the discussions in the breakout sessions occurred when James Liu
of Statkraft elaborated on the various options the participating entities of an ETS
have to meet their obligations and, if possible, make financial gains as well. Every
carbon market is based on a set of fundamentals which influence the supply and
demand in the market. Some of the most significant of these are: rate of economic
growth, regulatory developments, offsets and linkages with other carbon markets,
weather, and energy prices. To illustrate the importance of these aspects, Liu shared
data to show the change in EU ETS carbon prices with the triggers in each of these
aspects.
Liu further shared four business cases through which a company may fulfill its
obligation under an ETS. Through these cases he highlighted the various possible
strategies that a company may employ to cost-effectively meet its emission
reduction targets.
Emission permits & international abatement: A company should evaluate if it can
achieve the emission reduction target by purchasing emission allowances/permits
or through internal abatement projects. Target achievement through internal
abatement projects would require significant initial capital investment and the
delivery of emission reduction may be delayed; however, the company would be
shielded from the possible price fluctuations in the auctions for allowances.
Purchasing offsets: Participating entities may invest in external offsetting projects
which is a low-cost compliance option but certainty of future carbon price is crucial.
Borrowing and banking: A market with future contracts available can help
companies hedge risks and meet their obligations in the most cost effective
manner. However, the companies must be able to predict their positions accurately
in order to take full advantage of the future contracts.
Yield arbitrage: In this case, the company may purchase spot contracts of a
commodity after securing the required financing. The company may store the
commodity in an inventory and choose to sell it through future contracts. The
company can repay the financing from the revenue realized from the sale of the
contracts and can keep the balance as profit.
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BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS DIALOGUE
Question: How can the top management of a compliance entity be persuaded to
take interest in carbon trading?
Reply by James Liu of Statkraft
You need to have extensive data to make the case for emissions trading with the top
management. They must see emissions trading as a business opportunity and not
just an obligation.
Question: Alstom has a number of subsidiaries in China. How is the company
preparing to fulfill its obligations under the ETS and how much staff has been
dedicated for this purpose?
Reply by Michael Mei of Alstom
Alstom is a clean technology equipment manufacturer. We have around 30
subsidiaries in China, including 10 involved in manufacturing clean technology
equipment. None of our companies are currently obligated under the pilot systems
but we can closely observing the pilot systems to make preparations if they are
covered under the national ETS.
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Mr Mei Dewen of China Beijing Environment Exchange
Question: Could please tell us about the operations of your company?
Answer: China Beijing Environment Exchange was established on August 5, 2008
with the purpose to promote the establishment of cost-effective energy
conservation through market mechanisms and financial instruments. There are four
main divisions of our business: carbon trading, energy trading, pollutants right
trading, and low-carbon transformation services. Since 2008 we have been
exploring opportunities in environment product trading and on November 28, 2013
we launched trading for allowances under the Beijing ETS.
Question: What kinds of roles that your company has held in Beijing Pilot ETS?
Answer: The China Beijing Environment Exchange is committed to establish
emission trading rules under the leadership and guidance of the Beijing Municipal
Development and Reform Commission.
Question: Which kind of training that China Beijing Environment Exchange has
provided for Beijing pilot ETS?
Answer: Training stakeholders is essential for the success of an ETS. We have
carried out training for certified carbon instruments traders over the last few months
and we welcome others to join in.
Question: What are your comments and thoughts about IETA BPMR mission Beijing
dialogue?
Answer: IETA has invited highly experienced professionals from the global carbon
markets to interact with their Chinese counterparts. We have been associated with
IETA in organizing such events in the past as well. As an exchange we have the role
of disseminating information to the stakeholders and such workshops prove very
useful to fulfill that purpose.

Mr Zhou Anteing from Beijing World Trade Centre CO.,LTD (ITC)
Question: Could please tell us about the operations of your company?
Answer: Hospitality is the main focus of our company. We expand base in China
following the policy and regulatory reforms which opened up the Chinese markets.
Question: As a compliance company under the Beijing ETS what kind of
preparations is your company making to participate in the ETS?
Answer: We have taken several initiatives to increase energy conservation and
reduce GHG emissions. We have made modifications to our production processes
and have retrofitted our facilitates to improve energy efficiency.
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Question: What are your thoughts about the industry-to-industry dialogue?
Answer: The dialogue will help us broaden our understanding of the carbon trading
and carbon asset management. The Chinese carbon market is in its early stages but
we believe that in the long-term it would expand enough to compete with other
international carbon markets like the EU ETS.

Jussi Nykanen, CEO and Founder, GreenStream
Question: Could please tell us about the operations of your company?
Answer: GreenStream is one of the forerunners in the carbon market. We have
been active in markets since 2001 developing new projects new services for the
carbon markets. We have been in China since 2006 and we develop emission
reduction projects, we finance emission reduction projects and advise companies
on how to do emissions trading.
Question: How are you helping Chinese entities prepare for the ETS?
Answer: We have been managing Chinese CDM projects that represent a total
investment of RMB 1 billion (€120 million). We are now helping Chinese developers
with energy efficiency projects. Additionally, we provide expertise in emission
trading and carbon asset management.
Question: What are your views on IETA’s BPMR mission especially since your
company is an integral part of the mission?
Answer: This is an interesting dialogue as I see China as a hotpot of carbon markets.
If someone would have said to me that China would be the most innovative base for
development of market base mechanism for solving environmental problems then I
would not have believed in that but currently China is the leader in developing new
mechanism. I think there is a huge role for organization like IETA as it can bring
global experience and expertise through its members to the Chinese companies.
Also, as you can see that Chinese Pilot systems are all different therefore they also
bring new features that other emission trading markets don’t have. This creates a
situation where we, as traditional carbon market players, get to learn from China.
This is fascinating.
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IETA BPMR BEIJING/TIANJIN MISSION TEAM
Michael Mei, Alstom
Michael Mei is the Director of Environmental Policies & Global Advocacy in Alstom
China. He is responsible for broader policy issues and related advocacy in all of
Alstom’s businesses in China.
Graduated from University of Toronto with major in BSc in Chemical Engineering
(Environment), he furthered his studies at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
and completed his MSc in Environmental Management (Dec 2005). He is the first
CDM auditor from Hong Kong and is also a certified ISO 14001 System Auditor
(Environmental Management Standard).

Simon Greenacre, Baker & McKenzie
Simon is a Senior Associate in the Environmental Markets Group at Baker &
McKenzie; he is a specialist climate change and renewable energy lawyer with
extensive experience in all aspects of climate change law and policy. His practice
includes advising on emission reduction projects and trades under project-based
mechanisms including the China CER program, the CDM, the JI, REDD mechanisms
and the VCS.
He has also advised on and presented on compliance and risk management under
national and sub-national compliance and trading systems including the EU ETS,
the Australian ETS, New Zealand ETS and Californian ETS. He advises multilaterals
and governments including the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank and the
Australian Government as well as compliance entities including Huadian, Origin
Energy, Xstrata Coal and Macquarie Generation. Simon has completed client
secondments in Beijing with Standard Bank's China carbon team and with Camco
International in London.
He previously worked for five years as a policy adviser in the Australian Department
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet and as a visiting research fellow at Peking
University.

Dan Barry, BP
As Global Head of Emissions at BP, Dan in responsible for managing and optimising
the compliance obligations of BP's assets under cap and trade systems worldwide,
including the associated procurement of allowances and offsets. Previously, Dan
was the Global Director of Clean Energy at Gazprom Marketing and Trading for 3
years, where we had a number of China firsts, including the first trades on the
Beijing and Tianjin climate exchanges. Before that Dan lived and worked for 3.5
years in Beijing, including two years at Arreon Carbon and one year working on
behalf of the European Commission running the EU China CDM Facilitation
Programme in partnership with the NDRC and Energy Research Institute.
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Emily Spears, BP
Emily Spears is an Emission Strategy Lead at BP Singapore. She has done her
education in Economics and Environmental Science from Monash University ,
Melbourne, Australia

Julie Mulkerin, Chevron
Julie Mulkerin is an Environmental Management Advisor - Climate Change Group at
Chevron, San Ramon , California. She has done her Masters in Business
Administration from University of South California.

Massimiliano Varrucciu, EDF
Massimiliano Varrucciu has been working on emissions trading systems since 2005
and has worked for two of the largest participants in the EU ETS. He actively
participates in designing compliance strategies from NAP, compliance volume
assessment and fulfillment strategy. He has experience of different compliance
strategies i.e. carbon fund participation, carbon fund management, primary and
secondary CDM/JI projects origination and management.

Karl Upston Hooper, GreenStream Network
Karl Upston-Hooper is the the General Counsel of GreenStream Network plc, a role
he has held since August 2006. GreenStream is a leading Nordic company focused
on energy efficiency and climate opportunities in China. As General Counsel, Karl
has led the design, implementation and legal operations of GreenStream’s five
propriety carbon funds, and serves as the lead carbon manager for the Multilateral
Carbon Credit Fund (established by the EBRD & EIB) in Russia, the Ukraine,
Kazakhstan and Belarus.
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In addition, Karl is responsible for the legal operations of the GreenStream group
(Helsinki, Beijing, Moscow, Kiev, and Berlin) and serves as company secretary. Karl is
a director of GreenStream China Holdings Ltd, a joint venture with the Juno Capital
Group of Hong Kong, and subsequently heavily involved in the operation of
GreenStream’s carbon and energy efficiency activities in the Chinese market. Karl
holds an LLB and LLM (hons) from Victoria University of Wellington and an LLM,
summa cum laude, from Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven and is currently completing
his Doctorate of Law at the University of Eastern Finland. He serves as an associate
editor of the Carbon and Climate Review and has regularly acted as guest editor for
special feature issues. He is Co-Chairman of the Business Partnership for Market
Readiness and previously served as Chairman of the CDM Working Group of the
International Emissions Trading Association and has published extensively on
climate related issues. Prior to his role at GreenStream, from 1999 to 2004, Karl was
senior M&A counsel at British Telecommunications plc in London, with legal
responsibility for implementing BT M&A transactions in a wide range of
jurisdictions. Karl commenced his legal career in 1994 with Kensington Swan, a
leading New Zealand law firm.

Jussi Nykanen, GreenStream Network
Dr. Jussi Nykänen, Founding Partner, Chairman and CEO of GreenStream Network
Plc has over 20 years of experience in energy and environmental business. He
established GreenStream Network Plc in 2001 and since that the company has
become one of the leaders in carbon market intermediary, advisory and asset
management. GreenStream has been in China since 2006.
Dr. Nykänen has since 90’s participated actively in the development of the carbon
markets. He is the Vice Chairman of the EU Chamber of Commerce in China Carbon
Market WG, is active in International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) and has
been in the board of International Carbon Investors and Services (INCIS).
Furthermore, in clean-tech sector Dr. Nykänen acted as the Chairman of the
Management Board of the Finnish Governmental EUR 90 million Climbus
Technology Programme of TEKES in 2004-2008 and is currently in the Management
Board of TEKES’ EUR 94 million Finnish Technology Development Programme
Groove - Growth from Renewables 2010-2014.
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Dirk Forrister, IETA
Dirk Forrister is President and CEO of the International Emissions Trading
Association (IETA). Previously, he was Principal and Founder of Forrister Advisory, an
independent consultancy firm specializing in climate change, clean air and clean
energy policy and markets. Until late 2010, he was Managing Director at Natsource
LLC, the manager of one of the world's largest carbon funds.
Previously, Mr. Forrister served as Chairman of the White House Climate Change
Task Force in the Clinton Administration. His experience includes serving as
Assistant U.S. Secretary of Energy for Congressional, Public and Intergovernmental
Affairs; Energy Program Manager at the Environmental Defense Fund; and
legislative counsel to Congressman Jim Cooper, the author of two early climate
change laws. Forrister serves as an honorary Fellow with IETA, as well as a member
of the Advisory Boards of the National Center for Atmospheric Research and the
American Carbon Registry.

Jeff Swartz, IETA
Jeff Swartz manages and directs the international policy for the International
Emissions Trading Association (IETA), including the B-PMR and IETA’s work in China.
Prior to joining IETA, Jeff’s most recent position was based in Beijing developing
NEFCO’s CDM portfolio. Jeff holds an M.A. in International Environmental Policy
from Middlebury – the Monterey Institute of International Studies, as well as a B.A. in
Chinese and a B.A. in International Relations – both from the University of the Pacific.

Jeff Huang, InterContinental Exchange (ICE)
Jeff Huang is Managing Director for Greater China at Intercontinental Exchange
(NYSE: ICE). Jeff has over ten years of experience in cross-border mergers and
acquisitions and derivatives business, involving exchanges, futures commission
merchants, and financial software technology. Jeff co-authored Technical Reports
for China Securities Regulatory Commission on futures markets development.
Jeff is also an Adjunct Professor at China Agriculture University (MBA – Futures and
Derivatives Major) and Beijing Normal University. Jeff spoke and lectured at Council
on Foreign Relations in New York, the Woodrow Wilson Center, University of
Chicago, Johns Hopkins University, New York University, Peking University, and
Tsinghua University on domestic carbon market and derivatives market
developments. Jeff is formerly a columnist at FT Chinese and 21st Century Business
Herald. Jeff graduated from Beijing Foreign Affairs College under the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (Master degree).
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Robert Hansor, LRQA
Robert Hansor manages LRQA’s carbon auditing business in the Asia region and
has been qualified as a lead assessor and technical reviewer. He is also a member of
LRQA’s global steering committee for climate change services, and was also a lead
assessor in ERM prior to joining LRQA.
He has been involved in carbon auditing/EU ETS knowledge transfer and capacity
building between the EU and China for the past 5 years with LRQA, ERM,
International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP), IETA and the British Embassy/UK
Foreign & Commonwealth Office. He has built carbon auditing teams in China and
Asia (including EU ETS verification services for Asian airlines, CDM, ISO14064) for
LRQA and ERM.
He speaks at leading technical events and conferences around the region (in China,
Australia, Japan, Indonesia, India, Thailand, Vietnam, etc) on carbon auditing, risk
management and ETS. He has been interviewed as an expert on carbon auditing,
and had articles published in leading news publications, including the Financial
Times, South China Morning Post and Carbon Finance Magazine.

Ziyuan Wang, Shell Trading
Ziyuan Wang is CO2 Business Portfolio Manager at Shell Trading [Environmental
Product Trading Business]. She is responsible for establishing and managing the
CO2 related business portfolio in China. At the same time, Ziyuan is also managing
Shell’s global CDM portfolio of both internal and external projects. Her professional
experience covers broader aspects in carbon market from carbon policy, MRV,
carbonasset management to forming trading strategy for the business.
Ziyuan was closely involved in the project that had the first CER’s ever issued in
China. Before joining Shell, Ziyuan was instrumental in the development of the
Chinese CDM portfolio of EcoSecurities, where she worked since 2005. She has also
professional experience in the aviation industry,and has studied the effect of the
inclusion of the aviation industry in the EU ETS. Ziyuan has a M.Sc. in Environmental
Management for Business from Cranfield University in the United Kingdom.

Fulvio Bartolucci, Solvay Energy Services China
Fulvio is currently the General Manager of Solvay Energy Services China, he
coordinates the energy management business of the company in China, in addition
to oversee the Asian Carbon Market. He has been working in the carbon emission
reduction and energy saving business in China for 6 years. Previously he worked as
Deputy international affairs manager in the Centre for Small Hydropower in
Hangzhou, a cooperation Centre of the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources and
the UN Industrial Development Organization. Other area of expertise he worked on
before heading to China is microfinance and environmental management systems.
He holds a Honors bachelor in international affairs and a post-graduate degree in
Sustainable development and agro-environmental Systems.
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Caspar Chiquet, South Pole Carbon
Caspar is heading South Pole’s China office. He is responsible for monitoring and
certifying emission reductions for 100+ installations throughout Greater China and
providing consulting services in the field of climate change. Prior to joining South
Pole, Caspar worked for UBS Wealth Management in the Key Clients Solutions
Group with a focus on ultra-high net worth individuals (UHNWI) in Asia. He is an
expert on IT questions, holds an M.A. from the University of Zürich in Chinese
Studies and International Law and is business fluent in Chinese.

Eric Boonman, Statkraft
Eric Boonman has over ten years of experience in green energy and environmental
markets and is currently the Head of Upstream Global Carbon for Statkraft. Statkraft
is the largest renewable energy producer in Europe and is active since the inception
of the EU ETS in the entire carbon value chain both as a compliance buyer as well as
a service provider. Statkraft is expanding into new environmental markets across the
globe and is a Steering Committee Member of the Business Partnership for Market
Readiness (B-PMR).
Before this, Eric was the Global Head of Environmental Markets at Fortis Bank where
he was instrumental to the set up and growth of the team from 2005 onwards. Fortis
Bank established itself as a major player across the energy and environmental value
chain. Eric has set up and led origination teams in Hong Kong, New York and
Houston. Eric started his career in 2001 as a green carbon trader at Dutch utility
Nuon. Eric holds a Master in Economics and is also a regular speaker on
international clean tech and environmental conferences.

James Liu, Statkraft
James Liu works as Manager CDM China at Statkraft. Statkraft is the largest
renewable energy producer in Europe and is active across the entire carbon value
chain both as a compliance buyer as well as a service provider. Statkraft is
expanding into new environmental markets across the globe and is a Steering
Committee Member of the Business Partnership for Market Readiness (B-PMR).
As Manager CDM China, James is responsible for both Statkraft’s Chinese CDM
activities as well as businesses related to the various regional carbon systems
throughout China. James holds a master degree in both finance and Chinese
economy and has worked on green energy and environmental markets related to
China since 2010. Before joining Statkraft, James worked at Q-Cells focusing on the
solar PV markets in Greater China.
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Vegard Engesaeth, Statoil
Work in Political and Public Affairs China team covering politics and policy
developments in China. Joined Statoil in 2012 and has worked with sustainability
and political risk issues within the company.

Sir David King, Special Representative for Climate Change, United
Kingdom
The Foreign Secretary appointed Sir David King as his new permanent Special
Representative for Climate Change in September 2013. Sir David was previously the
Government’s Chief Scientific Advisor from 2000-2007, during which time he raised
awareness of the need for governments to act on climate change and was
instrumental in creating the Energy Technologies Institute.
He also served as the Founding Director of the Smith School of Enterprise and
Environment at Oxford; was Head of the Department of Chemistry at Cambridge
University 1993-2000 and Master of Downing College at Cambridge 1995 -2000. Sir
David has published over 500 papers on science and policy, for which he has
received numerous awards, and holds 22 Honorary Degrees from universities
around the world. Elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1991, a Foreign Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2002 and knighted in 2003, Sir
David was also made an Officier of the French Legion d’Honneur’ in 2009, for work
which has contributed to responding to the climate and energy challenge.

Michiel ten Hoopen, Vattenfall
Michiel ten Hoopen has 14 years of experience in the fields of energy and carbon
markets. He is currently Head of Global Emissions for Vattenfall. Previously, Michiel
has worked for Barclays Capital, EcoSecurities, and Foundation Joint
Implementation Network. He has also been a member of the CDM Small Scale
Working Group for 7 years. Michiel is a Dutch national and holds a MSc in
Economics and an LLM in International Law from the University of Groningen.
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Francisco Grajales Cravioto, Vattenfall
Francisco Grajales Cravioto has over nine years of experience in the fields of
renewable energy and carbon markets. Currently he is regional manager for the
procurement of CERs for Vattenfall. Before joining Vattenfall, Francisco was assistant
fund manager for the Clean Tech Fund at Econergy, where he supported the
identification and development of clean technology and CDM projects for
investment. Prior to Econergy, Francisco worked in the Latin America (LA)
Environmental Department of the World Bank in Washington, DC.
Previous to that, Francisco worked as a climate change and emissions trading
analyst for a Finnish energy company, Fortum. Francisco is a Mexican national
holding a MSc in Environmental Engineering and Sustainable Infrastructure from
the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden and a BSc in Industrial Engineering
from Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico.

Zhuli Hess, VCS
Zhuli serves as China Director for VCS. She concentrates her effort in establishing an
effective national and local Chinese presence for VCS in support of the country’s
emerging carbon markets. Prior to joining VCS, Zhuli helped set up Beijing’s pilot
emissions trading exchange platform and recruited international partners and
Chinese government entities to facilitate the launch of the Chinese CER in the
national Voluntary Emissions Reduction market.
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Tianjin Industry-to-Industry Dialogue
S. No.

Organization
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1

Tianjin Steel Union Steel Co., Ltd.
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Tianjin Iron and Steel Group Co., Ltd.

Cui Hongying
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Tianjin Steel Group Co., Ltd.

Cui Hongying

4

Tianjin RockCheck Iron and Steel Group Co., Ltd.
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Tianjin Rongcheng Xiang Mines Ltd.
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Tianjin Rongcheng United Metal Products Co., Ltd.

Sun Xiang Chao

7

Tianjin Xinli Steel Co.LTD

Wang Qiang

8

Tianjin Fengming cold Ltd.

Chenjin Jian

9

Tianjin Xinyu Color Plate Co., Ltd.

10

Tianjin Jiang Lin Science and Technology
Development Co., Ltd.

11

Tianjin Nanchen Iron & Steel Co. ltd

12

CMT Industrial Co., Ltd.

13

Tianjin Daegu Zhuang Sheet Co., Ltd.

14

Tianjin Metallurgy Group Co., Ltd.

Haoxiu Ping

15

Tianjin Railway rolling two-day Steel Ltd.

Zhang Liandong

16

Tianjin Feng Steel Co., Ltd.

Wang Xiumei

17

Tianjin Youfa Pingan Industrial Co., Ltd.

Liu Jialin

18

Tianjin Jiang Tian Steel Co., Ltd.

Dong Shaohua

19

Tianjin Tian-day Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.

Xia Lishan

20

Tianjin youfa Pipe (Group) Co., Ltd. First Branch

Zhou Qingxi

21

Tianjin are sincere galvanized coil Ltd.

Yu Fu Li

22

Tianjin Paul Runda Industrial Co., Ltd.

Xue Congshui

23

Tianjin profitable Fung Strip Co., Ltd.

Taowei Xi

24

Tianjin rolling a cold-rolled sheet, Ltd.

Tangyue Fu

25

Tianjin Monument Cold Rolled Sheet Co., Ltd.

26

Tianjin rolling a joint liter Strip Co., Ltd.

27

Rolling a Qian'an Iron and Steel Group Co., Ltd.

28

Jen wing Tianjin Iron & Steel Co. LTD

Houru Ming

29

Jinghai County of Tianjin Pipe Co. revitalization
galvanized

Yu Lixin

30

Tianjin Siu Bo Industrial Co., Ltd.

Cheng Gang

Cao Shijie

Deng Gang
Xuguang Li

Wu you
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31

Tianjin Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.

Li Jinsheng

32

Tianjin Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. Tong Ren

33

Tianjin Qi Feng Steel Co., Ltd.

34

Tianjin Hengxing Steel Co., Ltd.

35

Tianjin Steel Pipe Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

36

Tianjin Iron Steelcontrol Co. ltd

37

Tianjin Pipe Special Steel Co., Ltd.

Liuji Bo

38

Tianjin Seamless New Mining Limited

Wei Zikun

39

Tianjin days TISCO Stainless Steel Pipe Co., Ltd.

Xu Wei Jiang

40

Tianjin yue-tone Pipe Co., Ltd.

Yang Chunliang

41

Tianjin Seamless Steel Tube Plant

Zhang Ruimin

42

Tianjin Kun Feng Yi Industrial Co., Ltd.

Wang

43

Tianjin Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. Xin group

Liu Ye

44

Tianjin Metallurgy Group Co., Ltd. Steel rolling three

45

Tianjin Steel Joint Special Steel Co., Ltd.

46

Tianjin universe Special Steel Co., Ltd.

47

Tianjin Shengda Industrial Co., Ltd.

48

Tianjin Furen strip Ltd.

49

Tianjin Steel Products Co., Ltd., Rio Tinto

50

Tianjin Bo billion of new packaging materials
Limited

51

Steel Co., Ltd. Tianjin Golden billion Gaudet

Liushao Yi

52

Tianjin Bohai Chemical Industry Group Co., Ltd.
Tianjin Soda Plant

He Shengrong

53

Tianjin Kaiwei Chemical Co., Ltd.

54

Air Liquide Wynn (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

55

Air Products (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Liu Jia

56

Tianjin Dagu Chemical Co., Ltd.

Han Baoqing

57

Coking Chemical Co., Ltd. Tianjin Railway

Zheng Jianping

58

Tianjin Toyo Ink Co., Ltd.

Chen Ying

59

Cabot Performance Materials (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Zhang Yanfeng
Wang

Qianqian

Liu Xinsheng
Wang Xianping
Tian Yan

Cui Mangzhu

Yueqiang Duan

Niji Bin
Ding Ning
Kan Yu Wei
Doushao Qing

Liu Yu
Wu Yanqiu
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Liu Yu

60

Cabot Chemical (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

61

Yingde Gases Co., Ltd. Tianjin

Liu Miaomiao

62

Kerry Oil Chemical Industries (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Li Ying

63

Tianjin Chemical Co., Ltd.

Yue Shu Ya

64

Tokai Carbon (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

65

Tianjin Feilong Concrete Admixture Co., Ltd.

66

Tianjin Bohai Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. Days

67

Comay Chemical Co., Ltd.

68

Tianjin LG Bohai Chemical Co., Ltd.

69

Tianjin China chemical plant

70

P & G Industrial Co., Ltd. of Tianjin

Bai Guiting

71

Tianjin Xin Chemical wide

Xu Haibin

72

Tianjin LG Bohai Chemical Co., Ltd. Days

Li Shoukai

73

Tianjin LG Dagu Chemical Co., Ltd.

Yuan Xili

74

China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation Tianjin
Branch

Wu Yanqiu

Huang Huajun

Fan Libo

Liu Rong
Tian Zenglin
Zhou

75

China National Petroleum Corporation Dagang
Petrochemical Company

Ji Dewei

76

Bluestar New Chemical Materials Co., Ltd. Tianjin
Branch

Wang Hongyue

77

Bluestar Petrochemical Co., Ltd. Tianjin
Petrochemical Plant

Chen Jin

78

Sand (Tianjin) Petrochemical Co., Ltd.

Yuan Lin

79

China Sinopec Assets Management Co., Ltd. Tianjin
Petrochemical Company

Liu Rong
Tian Zenglin
Zhou

80

Tianjin Petrochemical Co., Ltd. Air Liquide Gas

Li Xinsheng

81

CNOOC (China) Co., Ltd. Tianjin Branch

Liu Quan

82

China CNPC Bohai Drilling Engineering Co., Ltd.

83

China Dagang Oilfield Company, PetroChina
Company Limited

84

Tianjin SDIC Tianjin Power Generation Co., Ltd.

85

Tianjin Guohua Panshan Power Co., Ltd.

Wangfeng Chen
Wang Jun
Li Wen mine

Jin Bao Qi
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86

Winding Tianjin Datang International Power
Generation Co., Ltd.

87

Morningside Lectra Tianjin Environmental Protection
Technology Development Co., Ltd.

88

Military Power Cogeneration Co., Ltd. in Tianjin

89

Tianjin Jin Yaosheng Biological Technology Co., Ltd. Wang Lijun

90

Tianjin Binhai New Area Hangu district heating
management

91

Tianjin silver Chen heat LLC

92

Hedong District heating housekeeping service
center

93

Ninghe central heating engineering company

Yue Junqi

94

Tianjin Hongyuan Thermal Engineering Co., Ltd.

Ma Hong

95

Tanggu, Tianjin Binhai New Area Property heating
center

Cai Chunling

96

Thermoelectric Co., Ltd. Tianjin Tianbao

Kang Zhen Ye

97

Tianjin Heating Company

Mr Cui

98

Tianjin Real Estate heating company

Huang Lei

99

Tianjin Binhai Heating Co.

Yuan Hong tide

100

Heating Co., Ltd. Tianjin Rui Cheng

Wei Jin hai

101

Tianjin Binhai Energy Development Co., Ltd.

Li Sumin

102

Emperor of Tianjin Geothermal Development Co.,
Ltd.

103

Yangliuqing Tianjin Huaneng Thermal Power Co.,
Ltd.

Zhu Jianjun

Lizi Qian

Xue-Mei Feng

Cui Jingli
Li Dongmei
Feng Meitang

104

Tianjin Power Company Limited Junliangcheng

Zhao Fei

105

Guang'an Tianjin Tianjin Dagang Power Generation
Co., Ltd.

Guo Hua new

106

Tianjin Dagang Huashi Power Generation Co., Ltd.

107

State Shenhua Tianjin Dagang Power Plant Group
Limited

Guo Hua new

108

Cogeneration Co., Ltd. Tianjin chentang

Li Hua

109

Jinghai Power Plant

Hao Baoshan

110

Tianjin Jin Thermal Power Co., Ltd. Guodian

Jin Lifeng

111

Guohua Energy Development (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Zhao Gang

Cao Xiaoning
Guo Hua
Cao Xiaoning

Cao Xiaoning
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112

Cogeneration Co., Ltd. of Tianjin Bohai Chemical
Wynn

113

Tianjin TEDA Environmental Protection Co., Ltd.

114

Tianjin TEDA Low Carbon Economy Promotion
Center

Yan Kai
Wu Guang
Zhang Xu
Wang Rong
He Kangxin
Kou Wen
Wang Mei

115

City Central Research Institute / carbon center

Li Zhuo
Zhang Ning
Xuan Wu
Zhang ink

116

Nankai University

Wang Lu
Li Shuwen

117

Tianjin University of Science and Technology

118

Beijing Tianqing Power International CDM
Consulting Co., Ltd.

He Yankun
Yang Aimin
Yang Jingqiu
Zhang Shengxuan

119

Shaanxi Coal Chemical Group

Liu Jin

120

Ecofys

Wu Qian

121

China Classification Society Quality Assurance Ltd.
Tianjin Branch

Zhao Jinli

122

Shanghai Pudong Development Bank Co., Ltd.

Zhao Quan

123

Industrial Bank Co., Ltd. Tianjin Branch

124

China Water Conservancy and Hydropower Limited
supplies

Zhou Shenhui
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Beijing Industry-to-Industry Dialogue
S. No.

Organization

Participant

1

Beijing Taihang Prospect Cement Co., Ltd.

Ji Yan Jun

2

Beijing Taihang Prospect Cement Co., Ltd.

Li Xiaohong

3

Renesas Semiconductor (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Yu Xinyou

4

Renesas Semiconductor (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Xu Bojun

5

Beijing Praxair Ltd.

Sun Xiaoyan

6

Air Liquide (China) Investment Co., Ltd.

Kan YuWei

7

Tschach Solutions

Lin Jianwei

8

Tschach Solutions)

Zhang Junlong

9

GIZ

Fengying Li

10

GIZ

Bao Yuan

11

Beijing Shun Xin Jiayu Property Management Ltd.

Dong Lin

12

Beijing Tiantan Biological Products Co., Ltd.

Shi Wei

13

Beijing Downtown Rubber Latex Products Co., Ltd.

TIAN Xuefa

14

Beijing Tianqing Power International CDM
Consulting Co., Ltd.

Yang Aimin

15

Beijing Tianqing Power International CDM
Consulting Co., Ltd.

Yang Jingqiu

16

Beijing Tianqing Power International CDM
Consulting Co., Ltd.

Yuan Xiujuan

17

Beijing Sun Palace Gas Thermal Power Co., Ltd.

Zhao Sian

18

Beijing Sun Palace Gas Thermal Power Co., Ltd.

Zhao Qian

19

China Civil Aviation Information Network Co., Ltd.

Fan Chunling

20

Beijing Zhongjingtongchuang Energy Environment
Technology Co., Ltd.

Yuan Wei

21

Beijing Zhongjingtongchuang Energy Environment
Technology Co., Ltd.

Li Zhe

22

Beijing Zhongjingtongchuang Energy Environment
Technology Co., Ltd.

Zhou Ruixia

23

Antai Technology Co., Ltd.

Yang Hailan

24

Beijing Liulihe Cement Co., Ltd.,

Liu jiTao

25

Beijing Liulihe Cement Co., Ltd.,

Xiao Qiong

26

Inner Maowusu Biomass Cogeneration Co., Ltd.

Liu Jianna

27

Beijing Procter & Gamble washing Ltd.

Liu Zhijun

28

Beijing Shun Xin Jiayu Property Management Ltd.

Dong Lin
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29

Beijing Second CJ Foods Co., Ltd.

Wang Jingjing

30

Beijing Hua-peng Food Co., Ltd.

Dou Bin

31

Beijing Jingneng Shijingshan Power Plant

Zhu Lingzhi

32

Beijing Jingneng Shijingshan Power Plant

Bai Dandan

33

Beijing Kailaimei Climate Technology Consulting
Co., Ltd.

Liu Chengjun

34

Beijing Kailaimei Climate Technology Consulting
Co., Ltd.

Wang Wei

35

Hebei Environment and Energy Exchange

Wang Fengqi

36

Beijing TOTO Ltd.

Wang Ying

37

Beijing BOE Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd.

Song Yang Xin

38

Beijing BOE Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd.

Quan Jing

39

China World Trade Center Co., Ltd.

Zhou Anchuan

40

China World Trade Center Co., Ltd.

Li Mengzhong

41

TOTO (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Li Kai

42

Beijing Strong United Cement Company Limited

Wang Huiling

43

Beijing Procter & Gamble washing Ltd.

Liu Zhijun

44

Beijing Huamei Polymer Co., Ltd.

Zhang Youwei

45

Beijing Huamei Polymer Co., Ltd.

Wang Yingling

46

China Aviation Industry Corporation of Beijing
Institute of Aeronautical Materials

Liang Ruohong

47

China Aviation Industry Corporation of Beijing
Institute of Aeronautical Materials

Wang Kun

48

CITIC Securities Co., Ltd.

Pei Xiaoming

49

CITIC Securities Co., Ltd.

Zhang Jun

50

Beijing Hyundai Motor Co.

Pei Liang

51

Beijing Hyundai Motor Co.

Li Han Fei

52

Beijing Shunxinnongye Corporation

Yang Pan

53

Beijing Shunxinnongye Corporation

Liu Wei

54

BV

Zhang Han

55

Beijing San Huan Tsingtao Brewery Co., Ltd.

Ma Xiaoyong

56

Beijing Environmental Protection Technology Co.,
Ltd. Hao Peng wisdom

Tang Wei Min

57

Beijing Environmental Protection Technology Co.,
Ltd. Hao Peng wisdom

Gou Pengfei

58

Joint gifted Adams (Beijing) Technical Services Co.,
Ltd.

Ma Xin

59

Sanyo Energy (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Jiang Wenjun
59

60

France and the United States high-tech gas (Beijing)
Co., Ltd.

Zhang Ying

61

France and the United States high-tech gas (Beijing)
Co., Ltd.

Wang Zhe

62

Beijing Association for Sustainable Development

Fu Meng

63

Beijing star Tsingtao Brewery Co., Ltd.

Gao Jiantao

64

Beijing Shougang oxygen plant

Huang Xu

65

Beijing Cement Co., Ltd.

Li Tiebing

66

Beijing BOE Display Technology Co., Ltd.

He Yin

67

Beijing BOE Display Technology Co., Ltd.

Kuang Yi

68

Beijing Jingfeng Power Co., Ltd.

Yang Jun

69

Sanyo Energy (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Jiang Wenjun

70

Beijing subway

Li Zhuo

71

Beijing Yuanshen

Liufang

72

University of Washington

Fang Bozhi

73

CPI (Beijing) Carbon Asset Management Ltd.

Li shan

74

CPI (Beijing) Carbon Asset Management Ltd.

Zhang Xingyan

75

China National Aviation Holding Company

Tan Yong

76

Air China Limited

Qie Dong

77

Air China Limited

Lin Peng

78

Beijing Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering
Corporation

Jin Chengyu

79

Beijing Air Catering Co. Ltd.

Bian Li

80

Beijing Shougang cold-rolled sheet Co.,TED

Yuan Liusuo

81

Beijing Shougang cold-rolled sheet Co.,TED

He BIN

82

The Energy Consulting Ltd. Beijing card

Zhang Xuhang

83

The Energy Consulting Ltd. Beijing card

Wang Zheng

84

China Certification Center

Luo Peng

85

China Certification Center

Tang Fang

86

China Certification Center

Tang Xumei

87

Switzerland Top10 Energy Conservation Center

Zheng Tan

88

Switzerland Top10 Energy Conservation Center

Hu BO

89

IISD

Yu Xiaowen

90

Sinopec Luyuan Geothermal Development Co., Ltd.

Li Xuehua

91

Sinopec Star Petroleum Co., Ltd.

Wang Xiaoyan

92

Beijing Zhiyuan Dongsheng Technology
Development Co., Ltd.

Liao Liang
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93

Guohua Energy Investment Co., Ltd.

Li Jia

94

CNOOC Energy Development Corporation can take
Shen Qi
advantage of the cold Institute

95

China Huadian Group Capital Holdings Limited

Yang Kai

96

CITIC Carbon Asset Management Ltd.

Helen Jia
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APPENDIX I
Profile of International Emissions Trading Association
The International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) is a nonprofit business
organization created in June 1999 to establish a functional international framework
for trading in greenhouse gas emission reductions.
Our membership includes leading international companies from across the carbon
trading cycle. IETA members seek to develop an emissions trading regime that
results in real and verifiable greenhouse gas emission reductions, while balancing
economic efficiency with environmental integrity and social equity.
IETA is dedicated to:
•

The objectives of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change and ultimately climate protection;

•

The establishment of effective market-based trading systems for
greenhouse gas emissions by businesses that are demonstrably fair, open,
efficient, accountable and consistent across national boundaries; and

•

Maintaining societal equity and environmental integrity while establishing
these systems.

Goals and Objectives IETA works for:
•

The development of an active, global greenhouse gas market, consistent
across national boundaries and involving all flexibility mechanisms: the
Clean Development Mechanism, Joint Implementation and emissions
trading;

•

The creation of systems and instruments that will ensure effective business
participation.

To be the premier voice for the business community on emissions trading, the
objectives for the organization are to:
•

Promote an integrated view of the emissions trading system as a solution to
climate change;

•

Participate in the design and implementation of national and international
rules and guidelines; and

•

Provide the most up-to-date and credible source of information on
emissions trading and greenhouse gas market activity.

To achieve its goals, IETA focuses on the following Work Program areas:
•

Develop components of the GHG market and trading systems
IETA has established a number of working groups that meet in workshops
and seminars on topics that include accounting, taxation, trade agreements,
registries, validation and verification, as well as issues in the CDM. IETA
continues to map down initiatives that work in developing components of
the GHG markets to help create a functioning GHG market.
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•

Promote market mechanisms and participation in GHG markets
There continues to be the need for promoting market mechanisms and
trading as one of the solutions available to businesses in order to minimize
societal impact, within the framework of sustainable development. This
includes substantial efforts, such as GHG Market Fora in non- Annex I
countries, the Annual IETA Forum on the state and development of the
GHG Market, and the Carbon Expo Fair and Conference.

•

Development of a global GHG market
A critical element in IETA's work remains the linking of trading regimes
among Annex I countries, and its significance for the GHG market. Another
important issue is that of responses of business when operating in such a
diverse environment. Cooperation with WBCSD, WEF and other
organizations that have complementary roles must play an important role.

•

Capacity Building
IETA develops and delivers courses on validation and verification based on
the Validation & Verification Manual being developed with the World Bank
as well as workshops on contracts for the CDM.
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